INTRODUCTION

It is known that internet is used on a regular basis in daily life. It has created a revolution all over the world in the field of exchange of ideas and information. It has become a global means of communication in everyday lives. There is no aspect of life which is not influenced by the internet and its uses.

One of the important conditions of communication is self-identification by name. Choice of an internet nickname is a more serious task than one might realize. When using e-mail, entering a forum, creating internet diary, addressing into blog owner, it is necessary to register in a system, i.e. to choose a nickname, to create name mail and to register in the internet world.

Despite widespread popularity and availability of internet-communication, its study has just begun. The sizeable base of scientific works has been compiled. These works deal with the description of internet-communication as the special environment of language functioning [1].

Communication on the internet is essential for people whose personal communication is very little for some reasons. They use the world net as an alternative to their real environment. Nickname is considered to be the main means of self-presentation on the internet. "As the virtual world is a digital model of the real world, it is impossible to imagine anything without a name and address in the virtual world, either. At the same time, in comparison with the real-world realization of all relations by the language of unique, single figures in the virtual world doesn't allow any distortion and exception" [4].

There is a vast number of nicknames on the internet now. The main task of the different people's nicknames is the anonymity of their owners and hiding them behind the invented names in the virtual world. From this standpoint, nicknames can be considered to be modern forms of pseudonyms. There are a lot of similarities between computer names and traditional pseudonyms. All peculiarities of pseudonyms can be related to nicknames, too. A nickname can be related to pseudonyms because it substitutes a real name. The main function of pseudonyms is to hide an individual’s real identity. A person can say easily by nicknames what he can’t say by his name in the real world being anonymous. Nicknames are a result of individual and purposeful name creation; native speakers create them for themselves, i.e. carriers of virtual names are their authors, they try to create an original name and demonstrate their fantasy and creative potential.

The first nick is considered to appear from Unix-system. Unix (trademarked as UNIX) is a family of multitasking, multiuser computer operating systems that derive from the original AT&T Unix, developed in the 1970s at the Bell Labs research centre by Ken Thompson, Dennis Ritchie, and others [5]. Nick was used as a login for authorization in those systems.

Nick is a shortened form of "nickname"; it is internet users' pseudonym. In the middle of the XV century, the word "nickname" was established as a variant of the Middle English noun "eke-name". Semantically both nouns described a name which is given to a person as a supposedly appropriate replacement for or addition to the proper name or a familiar or abbreviated form of a forename. Due to the development of virtual reality and the possibility of communicating via the internet, the nickname became a tool to create anonymity. It could be defined as the name users give themselves when participating in CMC. Today in a computing context, the word nickname is omnipresent, especially in computer-mediated communication. They are used in chat rooms (also known as channels), bulletin boards or social networks on platforms such as Facebook and Twitter [6]. Nicknames play an
important role in chat discussions for direct addressing: how people address one another. Nickname as a language phenomenon is a means of a person’s formation and activity on the internet. It is a reflection of our virtual image, virtual “I”, it is a means of drawing attention, to look like heroes of tales, feature films and animated movies, to keep people in emotion and waiting or just to amuse themselves. In general, nicknames are used to gain access to an area that requires proper credentials used to get access to an area that requires proper authorization. Logins are used to gain access to and control of computers networks and bulletin boards, as well as other services and devices. Most logins consist of both a username and a password.

At present, nick is the kind of person’s visit card. Parents give their children names and surnames, but the nickname is a person’s own choice. Every user is faced with the problem of nick creation. Nickname is a cultural phenomenon. Everyday can give information about their entertainments, characteristic features, and intellectual skill utilizing the nickname. One can say a lot about a person on the basis of the nick. As nickname is a kind of information about a person, one must approach seriously to the choice. When creatingnick, one must determine exactly what he/she wants to say about himself/herself by means of the internet. The synonyms of nicknames are net name, nick, computer name, virtual name. Net name as a phenomenon of artificial nomination takes a special place in the onomastic system of the language. Nickname, nick, virtual name as a well-known or invented computer name, artistic image is a new phenomenon in onomastics, so its status hasn’t determined yet.

Some extra linguistic factors influence users during the choice of nickname: general cultural level of the author, social position, professional activity and area of interest, age, nationality, gender identity etc. Nick has some distinctive features, and there is uniqueness within a domain, motivation for a carrier, situational for a creator among them [1]. The main condition during the choice of the virtual name is its informational content. The net name has quite a lot of features that approximate it to pseudonyms, occasional words and neologisms. The occasional character of nickname is its dictionary features, and there is uniqueness within a domain, motivation for a carrier, situational for a creator among them [1]. The characteristic feature of nicknames is their unicity. The characteristic feature of nick is self-identification, the formation of connection with a new reality – internet world. Nick is created from such factor as the author’s self-identification. Their main function is to hide the author. People’s desire to be anonymous is connected with their children wishes. The reason of it is to surprise somebody, to attract somebody’s attention, to look like heroes of tales, feature films and animated movies, to keep people in emotion and waiting or just to amuse themselves. These names are usually connected with a person’s private life, profession, origin, motherland, native city, native region, favorite films, T.V. series, books etc. Sometimes such names make it possible to determine the author’s profession, even a real name. For example Sa1–Sahir (the second syllable is substituted by the figure 1 – “bir” means “one” in the Azerbaijani language – R.H.); 2ral–Tunil (from the English word “twin”); Ay10–Ayten (the second syllable is from the English word “ten”); L-mir–Elmir (the first syllable is given as a name of letter “L”); etc. The combination of letters in nicknames can show initial letters of users’ name, surname, patronymic and also the name of their schools, institutes, place of work etc. Figures in nick can signify persons’ age, years of study in secondary and high schools etc. Sometimes nickes are chosen according to themes and situations.

In general, nicks are used mainly in internet forums, chats, and virtual attendance. It was mentioned above that computer name is a common or invented name created by users for private computer communication. These names are created to prevent reiteration. Reiteration of names causes confusion, but nick can be a single name. Its function is to choose one among many. Those who are inclined to self-expression are involved in name creation. Nick expresses a person’s individuality, individual qualities, and inner life. In other words, a person’s inner life, character, psychology are reflected in nicknames. Creation of nicknames depends on person’s self-vision. Virtual reality is a place where a person can play different roles. In name creators’ opinion, nick is a sign of freedom of idea and is natural in speech. It should be noted that when nicks are registered in any site or e-mail, they mustn’t be mixed with logins. Login is a set of credentials users need to get access to an area that requires proper authorization. Logins are used to gain access to and control of computers networks and bulletin boards, as well as other services and devices. Most logins consist of both a username and a password.

Some linguistic factors influence users during the choice of nickname: general cultural level of the author, social position, professional activity and area of interest, age, nationality, gender identity etc. Nick has some distinctive features, and there is uniqueness within a domain, motivation for a carrier, situational for a creator among them [1]. The main condition during the choice of the virtual name is its informational content. The net name has quite a lot of features that approximate it to pseudonyms, occasional words and neologisms. The occasional character of nickname is its dictionary features, and there is uniqueness within a domain, motivation for a carrier, situational for a creator among them [1]. The characteristic feature of nicknames is their unicity.
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